
                        
 

 
 

Installation Instructions: 
 

Note: If you plan to powder coat your Sure-Grip Break Pedals you will need to disassemble them by 
removing the button-head cap screws (8 on each pedal) behind the rubber treads. Powder coat only 
the side brackets as they are the only visible components. When reassembling the pedals you should 
use a thread locking compound on the threads of the button-head cap screws. 
 

1. Before installation of a pedal assembly, you should final drill the two (2) mounting holes in the 
side brackets to #12 (.189 in.) or slightly larger. The AN3 bolt should slide into the hole easily but 
have little play side to side. 

2. Position the rudder pedal cross tubes as shown in the diagrams below and tape a 12 in. piece of 
¾”x ¾” aluminum angle to the bottom of the tubes using electrical tape. 

 

      
 

3. Temporarily mount the brake pedals to the flanges on the rudder hoops with the AN3 bolts. 
Make sure that the Break Pedal Assembly rotates freely. 

4. The lower mounting holes for the Matco master cylinders have intentionally been left un-drilled 
so that you can set the angle of the pedals to your preference. (They are shown drilled in the 
diagram for reference.) There is enough area in the lower tab of the side bracket for some 
adjustment. 

5. You will have to fix the brake pedal in the position that you have chosen. You should then mark, 
drill and de-burr #12 (.189 in.) or slightly larger the mounting hole in the lower tab of the LH 
brake pedal side bracket. (Check the bolt fit prior to re-installation) 

6. Install the LH bracket to the tabs on the rudder hoop using the specified hardware in Van’s 
assembly instructions. (Ensure AC 43.13-1B Acceptable Methods are met.) Install the Matco 
master cylinder to the lower mounting hole in the lower tab of the brake pedal side bracket. 
(Ensure AC 43.13-1B Acceptable Methods are met.) 

7. Align the tops of the two pedals and mark the mounting hole location on the lower tab of the RH 
brake pedal side bracket for the Matco master cylinder. 

8. Remove the RH pedal assembly and drill and de-burr #12 (.189 in.) or slightly larger the 
mounting hole in the lower tab. 

9. Install the RH bracket to the tabs on the rudder hoop using the specified hardware in Van’s 
assembly instructions. (Ensure AC 43.13-1B Acceptable Methods are met.) Install the Matco 
master cylinder to the lower mounting hole in the lower tab of the brake pedal side bracket. 
(Ensure AC 43.13-1B Acceptable Methods are met.) 

10. Check for free movement by pushing the top treads of both RH and LH pedals. Ensure that there 
is no binding and that the master cylinder is able to compress completely. 

 


